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Aims Understanding the functional response of ecosystems to past global change is crucial to 29 

predicting performance in future environments. One sensitive and functionally significant 30 

attribute of grassland ecosystems is the percentage of species that use the C4 versus C3 31 

photosynthetic pathway. Grasses using C3 and C4 pathways are expected to have different 32 

responses to many aspects of anthropogenic environmental change that have followed the 33 

industrial revolution, including increases in temperature and atmospheric CO2, changes to land 34 

management and fire-regimes, precipitation seasonality, and nitrogen deposition. In spite of 35 

dramatic environmental changes over the past 300 years, it is unknown if the C4 

Location Contiguous United States of America 38 

grass percentage 36 

in grasslands has shifted. 37 

Methods Here, we used stable carbon isotope data (i.e., δ13C) from 30 years of soil samples, as 39 

well as herbivore tissues that date to 1739 CE, to reconstruct coarse-grain C3 and C4 grass 40 

composition in North American grassland sites to compare with modern vegetation. We spatially 41 

resampled these three datasets to a shared 100-km grid, allowing comparison of δ13

Results At this spatial grain, the bison tissue proxy was superior to the soil proxy because the 44 

soils reflect integration of local carbon inputs, whereas bison sample vegetation across 45 

landscapes. Bison isotope values indicate that historical grassland photosynthetic-type 46 

composition was similar to modern vegetation. 47 

C values at a 42 

resolution and extent common for climate model outputs and biogeographic studies.  43 

Main conclusions Despite major environmental change, comparing modern plot vegetation data 48 

to three centuries of bison δ13C data revealed that the biogeographic distribution of C3 and C4 49 

grasses has not changed significantly since the 1700s. This is particularly surprising given the 50 

expected CO2 fertilization of C3 

 54 

grasses. Our findings highlight the critical importance of 51 

capturing the full range of physiological, ecological and demographic processes in biosphere 52 

models predicting future climates and ecosystems. 53 

Keywords: bison, C4 photosynthesis, environmental change, grass, grassland biogeography, 55 

North America, spatial scale, vegetation stasis, δ13
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Industrialization in the 18th century intensified human modification of ecosystems, and 59 

understanding the resulting impacts on ecosystem functioning and vegetation distributions has 60 

become a principal goal of ecologists. A key functional attribute of grassland ecosystems that 61 

should be sensitive to environmental change is the percentage of grasses that use the C4 62 

photosynthetic pathway versus the C3 ancestral pathway. For example, C4 grasses, which are 63 

adapted to warm and open-habitats, should be favored by increasing temperatures whereas C3 64 

grasses should be favored under elevated CO2 (Ehleringer et al., 1997)—a balance with potential 65 

consequences for vegetation structure and fire regimes globally (Bond & Midgley, 2012). C3 and 66 

C4 vegetation also differ fundamentally in their nitrogen and water use efficiencies, with 67 

potential consequences for their competitive dynamics (Tilman & Wedin, 1991; Long, 1999) and 68 

palatability to herbivores (Heckathorn et al., 1999). In 2015, surface temperatures on Earth were 69 

1 ºC above preindustrial levels and the average global CO2 concentration reached 399.4 ppm – 70 

roughly 120 ppm above preindustrial levels (Blunden & Arndt, 2016). Concurrently, atmospheric 71 

nitrogen deposition has drastically increased (Vitousek et al., 1997), trophic structure has shifted 72 

(e.g., Ripple et al., 2015), land management practices have changed radically and fire regimes 73 

may have been suppressed (Ramankutty & Foley, 1999; but see Power et al, 2008). Although 74 

post-industrial changes in the percentage of C4 versus C3

 79 

 grasses should have important 75 

consequences for ecosystem functioning at a range of spatial-grains (Still et al., 2003), there have 76 

not been assessments of photosynthetic pathway representation over the last several hundred 77 

years at regional extents despite the use of vegetation proxies over deeper geologic time. 78 

Stable carbon isotope data (i.e., δ13C [VPDB]) from soils and herbivore tissues are widely used 80 

as proxies of ecological properties and processes such as the relative abundance of C3 and C4 81 

plants, water use efficiency in C3 plants, productivity, trophic position, aridity, and tree cover 82 

(e.g., Dawson et al., 2002; Still et al., 2003; Kohn, 2010; Diefendorf et al., 2010; Cerling et al., 83 

2011; Ladd et al., 2014). Yet, δ13C values from such proxies have only rarely been compared 84 

directly to abundances of C3 and C4 source vegetation at the spatial resolution and extent of 85 

many biogeographic processes (e.g., C4 range expansion; Wynn et al., 2006; Jenkins & Ricklefs, 86 

2011; Strömberg, 2011; Powell et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015). Similarly, applications that 87 

depend on δ13C data often fail to consider the spatial grain at which different δ13C proxies 88 

integrate C (Auerswald et al., 2009). For example, the δ13C composition of soil surface layers is 89 
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related to soil texture and organic matter over relatively small areas (~m2; Wynn et al., 2006; Bai 90 

et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2016), while herbivore tissues correspond to vegetation composition 91 

over larger spatial extents (~10s of km2; Meagher, 1989; Kohn & Fremd, 2008; Auerswald et al., 92 

2009; Widga et al., 2010). As a result, the spatial scale of C integration may impact how well 93 

δ13

 97 

C proxies represent vegetation at the spatial extents and spatial grains that they are often used. 94 

In order to draw robust inferences about vegetation change at a regional scale, we compare both 95 

soil and animal proxies to vegetation plots across the same geographic extent. 96 

The primary driver of naturally occurring terrestrial variation in δ13C is the difference in isotope 98 

discrimination between plants that use either the C3 or C4 photosynthetic pathway (Farquhar et 99 

al., 1989). C4 photosynthesis results in minor atmosphere-plant tissue fractionation (-3 to -5‰). 100 

This fractionation is relatively consistent across >20 independent C4 grass lineages and across C4 101 

subtypes (i.e., 1‰ difference between NADP-me and PCK/NAD-me) (Ehleringer et al., 1997; 102 

Cerling & Harris, 1999; Long, 1999; Sage et al., 2011; Grass Phylogeny Working Group II, 103 

2012). The ancestral C3 photosynthetic pathway has larger and more variable atmosphere-plant 104 

tissue fractionation, especially for woody plants. Beyond the differences between C3 and C4 105 

carbon isotope discrimination, there is considerable variation in plant δ13C among C3 plants that 106 

relates to environmental variation. For example, trees are almost exclusively C3 (Sage & 107 

Sultmanis, 2016) but their δ13C values can vary widely with plant physiology/morphology, 108 

biome, along environmental gradients (i.e., with mean annual precipitation [MAP])(Kaplan et al., 109 

2002; Kohn, 2010; Diefendorf et al., 2010; Ladd et al., 2014), and in lock step with long-term 110 

changes to the δ13C value of the atmosphere. In general, the present-day δ13C value for C4 111 

grasses centers around -12.5 (± 1.1‰) while C3 

  115 

grasses have a mean of -26.7 (± 2.3‰)(Cerling 112 

et al., 1997), although the data come from arid environments, which would bias the results 113 

toward more positive values (Kohn, 2010). 114 

Palaeoecological, palaeoclimatological, and modern carbon cycling applications using δ13C that 116 

rely on measurements from soils and palaeosols must account for changes to isotopic ratios due 117 

to plant biomass allocation patterns, atmospheric δ13C change, litter decomposition, preservation, 118 

diagenesis, and numerous other processes (Ehleringer et al., 2000; Passey et al., 2002; Fox & 119 

Koch, 2003; Wynn & Bird, 2007; Bowling et al., 2008; Tipple et al., 2010; Angelo & Pau, 120 
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2015). In addition, each of these various processes has inherent spatial and temporal ranges over 121 

which they influence the integration of C (e.g., Bowen, 2010). For example, surface soils (i.e., 0–122 

5 cm depth) might reflect 10s to 100s of years of soil carbon turnover and may be largely 123 

influenced by carbon assimilated at spatial extents on the order of metres (Leavitt et al., 2007; 124 

Bai et al., 2012). Since remotely sensed vegetation data are represented at resolutions of 100s of 125 

metres (e.g., 250 m to 1 km grids in MODIS), grain size differences may contribute to poor 126 

alignment with soil proxies reported in the literature. For example, Ladd et al. (2014) show that 127 

leaf area index (LAI) measured in situ can be represented well by soil δ13C across many 128 

ecosystems, but that remotely sensed LAI at 1 km is poorly correlated with soil δ13

 130 

C. 129 

In contrast to soils, δ13C in herbivore tissues reflects diet composition (accounting for 131 

fractionation) over restricted life spans (or developmental periods), but potentially represent 132 

forage selection across an entire home range or migratory route ( Meagher, 1989; Widga, 2010). 133 

Therefore, animal δ13C values will usually integrate C from a larger surface area than soils, and 134 

the temporal and spatial extents at which C is integrated are likely to be species (and tissue) 135 

specific depending on the ecology of the herbivore. For example, American bison (Bison bison  136 

[Linnaeus, 1758]; hereafter bison) live ~15 years and their tissues represent δ13C from grazing 137 

over large spatial extents such as an entire ecosystems or migration circuits. The period of time 138 

recorded by δ13C in animals is tissue-specific, varying from continuous for hair (Ayliffe et al., 139 

2004) to ~1 year for enamel (Gadbury et al., 2000) and multiple years for bone (Tieszen, 1994). 140 

Because the stable isotope composition of animal tissues reflects their dietary inputs, studies 141 

often use δ13C data and other stable isotopes to determine the feeding sites or origins of 142 

migrating animals such as birds (Hobson et al., 2012), bats (Segers & Broders, 2015), fish 143 

(MacKenzie et al., 2011), and others (Hobson, 1999). These location assignments depend on 144 

“isoscapes,” or spatially continuous representations of the distribution of isotope signatures 145 

(Bowen, 2010; Powell et al., 2012), which are themselves produced from datasets with different 146 

spatial grains, such as modeled vegetation composition and interpolated climate data in the case 147 

of some stable carbon isoscapes. Carbon isotopes from fossilized animal tissues are also used to 148 

reconstruct past climate and vegetation conditions, for example in investigating the Miocene rise 149 

to dominance of C4 grasses in open habitats (Cerling et al. 1997; Passey et al., 2002; Fox & 150 

Koch, 2003; Strömberg, 2011).  151 
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 152 

Given the importance of carbon isotope patterns to such a wide range of applications and fields, 153 

the goals of this study were twofold: first to evaluate common δ13C proxies for their ability to 154 

represent vegetation at the temporal and spatial extents relevant to post-industrial revolution 155 

environmental change, and second, to investigate the magnitude of change in C3 and C4 grass 156 

relative abundances in the conterminous USA over the last 300 years. We adopted a coarse-grain 157 

approach so that the analysis corresponds better to the scale (i.e., spatial grain and extent) of 158 

Earth System Models, and to many palaeoclimatological and location-assignment studies (e.g., 159 

100 km). We emphasize the importance of examining the performance of our proxy data at this 160 

coarse resolution because scaling is often complex (Goodchild, 2011) and there is an extensive 161 

body of literature that extrapolate point measurements of isotope values to large spatial and 162 

temporal extents (reviewed in: Hobson, 1999; Dawson et al., 2002; Bowen, 2010; Beerling & 163 

Royer, 2011; Strömberg, 2011). To assess the relationships between δ13C proxies and vegetation 164 

composition, we combined three multi-source datasets from North America: (1) herbaceous C3 165 

and C4 grass relative abundances from vegetation plots, (2) surface soil δ13C measurements, and 166 

(3) herbivore tissue δ13C measurements. Finally, we examined differences between δ13

 170 

C proxies 167 

and modern vegetation through time in order to detect vegetation change occurring over last 300 168 

years. 169 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 171 

Bison δ13C, soil δ13C, and plot-level estimates of grass relative abundance are each multisource 172 

datasets assembled from the literature (Supplemental Methods). Vegetation cover-abundance 173 

data come from plots (<1000 m2) that sampled grass-dominated herbaceous strata to the species 174 

level, regardless of the presence of other strata such as trees (Griffith et al., 2015). The plot data 175 

were not originally restricted to grasslands; however, in this study we used only grassland plots 176 

as the soils come from grassland sites. The dataset includes roughly 40,000 plots collected in the 177 

last 40 years. We chose to represent the relative cover abundance of grasses using different 178 

photosynthetic pathways (i.e., C3 versus C4) using a single metric based on the percent of grasses 179 

that use the C4 pathway. Grass species were classified as C3 or C4 according to Osborne et al. 180 

(2014) and a metric of relative percent C4 abundance called “C4 Cover (%)” was calculated by 181 

dividing the C4 absolute abundance by the sum of C4 and C3 grass absolute abundances. Some of 182 
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the dominant C4 species included Andropogon gerardii, Bouteloua gracilis and Schizachyrium 183 

scoparium, whereas C3 dominants included, for example, Poa pratensis and species from 184 

Festuca and Agropyron. We used the C4 grass percentage, rather than the entire herbaceous 185 

fraction, because the plots are grass dominated, C4/C3 assignments are readily available for 186 

grasses, grass areal cover represents standing biomass well, and to maintain consistency with 187 

previous studies that focus on grasses (e.g., Hoppe et al. 2006). The raw bison δ13C data include 188 

281 separate samples of collagen, hair, enamel, or horn sheaths from modern and historical bison 189 

(<300 yr; 48 unique sites) and are adjusted to represent the δ13C of the animal’s diet by 190 

correcting for tissue-dependent fractionation and for industrial modification to atmospheric δ13C 191 

(preindustrial δ13C = -6.3 ‰; Friedli et al., 1986). As such, our modern and historical bison δ13C 192 

data were corrected to reflect preindustrial values, instead of modern atmospheric δ13C which is 193 

continually changing. Bison samples come from unplowed, non-agricultural lands. Soil δ13

 200 

C data 194 

come from 262 new and literature derived measurements of surface organic C samples (single 195 

cores to 5 cm depth), collected within the last 30 years and therefore representing C integration 196 

over the last <100 years depending on residence times (Leavitt et al., 2007). The soils have not 197 

been tilled recently or had fertilizers added. New surface soil samples were analysed following 198 

the methods of (Cotton & Sheldon, 2012) and details are reported in Supporting Information. 199 

To facilitate the comparison of these independent datasets, the data were resampled onto 201 

common raster grids of varying grain sizes, evaluating grid dimensions of 5, 10, 50, 100, and 200 202 

km. We adopted a grain size of 100 km because this resolution offered the maximum number of 203 

grid cells containing isotope data (i.e., either soil or bison samples) while preventing large grid 204 

cells with very distant isotope and corresponding plot data (i.e., within grid cells nearest 205 

neighbour distances between isotope and plot data were kept below around 10 km; Fig. S1 in 206 

Appendix S1). This process resulted in 38 grid cells with both soil and plot data, and 18 grid 207 

cells that contain both bison and plot data (Fig. 1). When aggregating raw data to the grid, each 208 

cell was assigned the mean of all overlaying point data as its value (mean number of samples per 209 

grid cell ± SE was 138.9 ± 21.0, 3.1 ± 0.5, and 7.6 ± 3.5 for plots, soils, and bison, respectively). 210 

We considered weighting the mean values by distance, but we proceeded with the simple mean 211 

because inverse-distance weighting for the bison grid cell with the largest range of sample-to-212 

centroid distances only changed the value by 0.1 ‰. While this approach allows for the 213 
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comparison of these datasets, it must rely on the assumption that grassland composition is 214 

uniform within grid cells and that the values apply only to grassland portions of cells. Gridding 215 

the data therefore produces another source of error that can contribute to misalignment of proxies 216 

and vegetation because point measurements now represent larger areas. 217 

 218 

We assembled several additional environmental and ecological datasets representing factors that 219 

might influence the isotopic composition of surface soil and herbivore tissue. Mean annual 220 

temperature (MAT) and mean annual precipitation (MAP) were extracted from the PRISM 221 

Climate Group 30-year climate normal dataset for 1971–2000 222 

(http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/; 800 m resolution). Summer precipitation (SP) was 223 

calculated from PRISM monthly data. For each bison sample, data on atmospheric CO2 224 

concentrations were obtained based on sample date from Keeling et al. (2005) and from Friedli 225 

et al. (1986), whereas paleo-atmospheric CO2 data come from Lüthi et al. (2008). Additional soil 226 

data including organic carbon (OC %) and clay (%) were obtained from the Harmonized World 227 

Soil Database (Nachtergaele & Batjes, 2012). Tree cover and other non-herbaceous strata were 228 

not sampled in a consistent manner in vegetation plots so we used the percent tree cover dataset 229 

from (Sexton et al., 2013)(30 m resolution). The percentage of grasses that were C3 invaders in 230 

the vegetation plot dataset was also calculated from the vegetation plot inventory (Griffith et al., 231 

2015). Ladd et al. (2014) suggest that leaf area index (LAI) correlates well with soil δ13

 236 

C across 232 

ecosystems because it reflects water use, but LAI showed very little variation among all grid 233 

cells and was therefore not included. All additional environmental/vegetation data were 234 

resampled onto the same grid as the isotope data as a simple mean. 235 

Data analysis began by fitting separate weighted least squares regression models relating source 237 

vegetation (i.e., C4 Cover %) to the resulting soil δ13C and bison δ13C values from the 100 km 238 

grid (Fig. 2). The isotope data were weighted inversely proportional to their errors using the lm() 239 

function in the statistical computing environment R (R Development Core Team, 2012). To 240 

assess whether additional variation in δ13C values could be explained by factors other than C4 241 

Cover %, we developed structural equation models (SEMs) that allowed us to disentangle the 242 

direct effects of variables on δ13C from indirect effects on δ13C that were mediated by their 243 

effects on vegetation composition (C4 cover). In essence, SEM can be conceptualized as a 244 
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network of interconnected linear regressions (i.e., some response variables are themselves 245 

predictor variables) that are fit simultaneously, often with the goal of distinguishing direct and 246 

indirect causal relationships. The individual paths, or causal links, have standardized effect sizes 247 

that can be interpreted similarly to correlation coefficients (Grace et al., 2010). We constructed 248 

separate a priori models for soil (Fig. 3a) and bison (Fig. 3a) δ13C values that specified all causal 249 

relationships (paths in Fig. 3) among variables. Climate variables are expected to have indirect 250 

effects on both soil and bison δ13C, mediated through their influence on C4 

 255 

plant distributions. 251 

However, climate might also have direct influences on isotopic values due to effects on 252 

microbes, metabolism, plant biomass allocation, or other processes influencing C integration 253 

(e.g., Angelo & Pau, 2015).  254 

Many studies have demonstrated that the seasonal distribution of rainfall and temperature are 256 

important drivers of C4 and C3 vegetation (Teeri & Stowe, 1976; Winslow et al., 2003; Griffith et 257 

al., 2015). We used MAT and SP as potential climatic predictors of C4 abundance. Our primary 258 

goal was to describe any variation in δ13C that was not driven directly by C4 abundance (e.g., 259 

variable fractionation related to MAP; Diefendorf et al., 2010; Kohn 2010). In the case of the 260 

bison data, we also account for temporal variation in CO2, but did so by relating CO2 directly to 261 

δ13C because there is limited temporal variation in the vegetation plots (Collatz et al., 1998; 262 

Kohn & McKay 2012). Paths from tree cover and soils to δ13C were not included in the bison 263 

SEM as they are not expected to have any direct links to grazer tissue composition (i.e., they 264 

should be absent from their diets). We included C3 invasives as a predictor of C4 abundance 265 

because the presence of C3 invasive grasses reduces C4 

 271 

abundance below climate expectations 266 

(Griffith et al., 2015) and some invasives have been present for long enough to be reflected in 267 

bison diets (Grace et al., 2000). These models were fit to data using the sem() function in the R 268 

package ‘lavaan’ (Rosseel, 2012) and model fit was assessed following Grace et al. (2010)(see 269 

Supplemental Methods)(Fig. 4).  270 

We applied equation 1 from Kohn (2010) to predict theoretical δ13C C3-endmember values for 272 

modern and historical bison samples to explicitly account for δ13C variability in the C3 273 

endmember (Diefendorf et al. 2010; Kohn 2010). The predicted end members had a mean of -274 

26.7 ± 0.14 SE and a range of -25.4 to -27.9. Variation in these theoretical C3-endmembers was 275 
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not associated with bison diet δ13C (or with residuals after accounting for actual C4 grass 276 

abundance) (Pearson’s correlation, p > 0.05). We inspected the three most negative bison δ13C 277 

values, which had measurements of -26.85, -26.44, and -26.23 ‰ after converting the data from 278 

preindustrial to modern to values (Fig. S2). For these three samples, the predicted C3

 282 

 endmember 279 

values using equation 1 from Kohn (2010) were 0.38, 0.17, and 0.32 ‰ more negative than our 280 

measurements, respectively.  281 

Finally, to explore potential differences between the spatial variability of soil δ13C and bison 283 

δ13C data, we fit spherical semivariograms to each dataset, including the plot-level C4 cover % 284 

for reference. A semivariogram is a geostatistical function that describes variability of a given 285 

parameter over different spatial ranges (lag distances). The parameters from fitted theoretical 286 

semivariograms describe important spatial features of a dataset, such as the “sill ,” which 287 

describes the total variation of the variable, and the “nugget,” which describes unexplained fine-288 

scale variation (see Supplemental Methods)(Table 1). We focus on the nugget-to-sill ratio, which 289 

is a measure of the spatial variation that exists below our 100 km grid cells as well as non-spatial 290 

measurement error. This metric is important because it is a quantitative estimate of variation at 291 

local scales (i.e., < grid resolution) and provides a test of the hypothesis that there are scale 292 

differences among δ13C proxies that could influence how well they perform at coarse grain sizes. 293 

Semivariograms were fit with the fit.variogram() function in the R package ‘gstat’ (Table 1) 294 

using the entire grid-aggregated δ13

 297 

C proxy and vegetation plot data from across the 295 

conterminous USA. 296 

Following the assessment of soil and bison isotopic proxies, vegetation change over the last 300 298 

years was investigated by comparing bison δ13C data from three time slices to modern C4 299 

distributions. To do so, bison data were organized into three temporal categories: “modern” 300 

samples (last 50 years), “historical” samples (51 – 300 years ago), and a third, “fossil” dataset 301 

was obtained from Cotton et al. (2016) dating to the last glacial maximum were included as a 302 

reference for the magnitude of geologic vegetation change. The modern (n = 17) and historical (n 303 

= 16) data subsets were a representative sample of the full bison dataset, both spatially and in 304 

terms of diet δ13C (Fig. S5). We fit a weighted least squares regression with the modern bison 305 

δ13C as the dependent and C4 % from plots as the independent variable, and then used this 306 
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calibration model to predict the expected δ13

 312 

C of the historical and fossil data. The residuals (the 307 

observed – predicted) from this model were calculated for the modern, historical, and fossil 308 

datasets. This was used to represent differences from modern vegetation by relating the residuals 309 

from this relationship to the number of years before present with a Generalized Additive Model 310 

(GAM) (Fig. 5; using the R package ‘mgcv’; Wood & Wood, 2016).  311 

RESULTS  313 

The linear model relating bison δ13C to source vegetation performed very well (Fig. 2; 88% 314 

variance explanation, regardless of regression weighting), whereas soil δ13C was only weakly 315 

related to source vegetation at a resolution of 100 km (Fig. 2; 42%, and only 21% in a simple 316 

linear model). We considered the possibility that a source of error in the soil relationship could 317 

be due to the presence of non-grass herbaceous vegetation; however, a re-analysis of soil δ13C 318 

with the C4 percentage of the entire herbaceous layer (assuming all forbs to be C3) resulted in a 319 

slightly reduced variance explanation (18%). Both the bison and soil datasets had similar ranges 320 

of δ13C values, representing expected source vegetation ranging from completely C3- to 321 

completely C4- dominated sites (Fig. S2 in Appendix S1). Variation in bison δ13C was associated 322 

with variation in modern vegetation abundance, even for samples up to 300 years old (Fig. 5; 323 

Cotton et al., 2016) and the calibration regression model fit only to modern bison samples was 324 

strong (r2

 326 

 = 0.89).  325 

Structural equation models were fit in order to assess the direct effects of environmental and 327 

biogeographic variation on soil and bison isotope values beyond their indirect controls on C4 328 

versus C3 vegetation (see Methods). Previous independent analyses for the raw bison (Cotton et 329 

al., 2016) and vegetation plot (Griffith et al., 2015) datasets suggest that C3 and C4 vegetation 330 

abundances can be predicted by the crossover temperature (COT) model. COT is a compound 331 

variable that consists of a count of months per year that climatically favor C4 vegetation (e.g., 332 

monthly mean >22 °C and >25 mm rainfall and assuming modern CO2 concentrations; Collatz et 333 

al., 1998; Still et al., 2003). However, we used MAT, SP, and CO2 instead of COT so that it was 334 

possible to parse out any direct and indirect influences of each climate variable on δ13C values 335 

independently (see methods; Fig. S3 and S4 in Appendix S1). Additional explanatory variables 336 

increase the explained variance (values from simple lineage models used for comparison to 337 
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SEM) for both soil (from 21 to 28%) and bison (from 88 to 92%) δ13C (Fig. 4). For soils, this 338 

increase is due mostly to the incorporation of tree cover because of a direct influence (as a 339 

carbon source) on δ13C of soil organic matter and the reduction in C4 abundance due to tree 340 

cover (which indirectly modifies δ13C). For both soil and bison, precipitation had a direct, 341 

positive effect on δ13C. The environmental controls on C4 

 345 

relative abundance were consistent 342 

between the two models and similar to the analysis of the raw vegetation plot data (Griffith et al., 343 

2015).  344 

 346 

Each dataset (soil, bison, and vegetation plot) independently captures the latitudinal gradient in 347 

vegetation C4 % cover across the Great Plains of North America (Teeri & Stowe, 1976; Paruelo 348 

& Lauenroth, 1996), yet the semi-variogram revealed unique spatial patterns in each dataset 349 

(Table 1). Most notably, the datasets differed in the degree of heterogeneity that exists at a 350 

spatial range smaller than our grid dimensions (i.e., <100km), as represented by the nugget-to-351 

sill ratio. There was an intermediate amount of unexplained local variation (19%) in C4-cover 352 

data, consisting of measurement error and variation at distances less than 100 km. In contrast, 353 

soil δ13C had more (31%) and bison δ13

 356 

C had less (8%) variation that was not explained by 354 

autocorrelation. 355 

Finally, our exploration of deviations in C3 and C4 

 362 

grass relative abundances over time revealed, 357 

that for the previous 300 years, photosynthetic representation has been similar to modern 358 

conditions (Fig. 5). This result is demonstrated by the overlap of the 95 % confidence interval 359 

from our GAM with a residual of zero (horizontal zero line in Fig. 5) for all times prior to 300 360 

year BP. 361 

DISCUSSION 363 

Across the Great Plains in the conterminous United States, coarse-grain variation in the 364 

percentage of grasses that use the C4 photosynthetic pathway has changed little in the last 300 365 

years (Fig. 5). Most surprising is the complete lack of a CO2 fertilization for C3 grasses expected 366 

based on physiology (Collatz et al., 1998), suggesting that there are complicating factors that are 367 

buffering this response in grassland ecosystems (Morgan et al., 2011). This stasis in vegetation 368 
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distributions is unexpected from both biogeographic and ecophysiological perspectives, given 369 

the drastic changes to the environment that have occurred during this time period (Blunden & 370 

Arndt, 2016). Global atmospheric CO2 concentrations and surface temperatures, factors directly 371 

influencing the physiology of C3 versus C4 plants (Ehleringer et al., 1997), have rapidly 372 

increased over the last 300 years to the highest levels since before the appearance of the genus 373 

Homo. Furthermore, nitrogen deposition has increased, fire regimes may have been reduced, and 374 

land management has changed drastically—all factors expected to have large, differential 375 

impacts on C3 versus C4 

 379 

grasses (Tilman & Wedin, 1991; Long, 1999; Ramankutty & Foley, 376 

1999). Despite these changes, the distribution of grass photosynthetic types appears to be broadly 377 

unchanged in grassland sites. 378 

This result is highly relevant to both Miocene C4 range expansions as well projections for near-380 

future global change. Physiologically, a 1 ºC increase in temperature should have only a small 381 

impact on C4 versus C3 photosynthesis, but the insensitivity of C4 distributions to a 143 % 382 

increase in CO2 is particularly striking (Ehleringer et al., 1997). This result mirrors the findings 383 

of (Cotton et al., 2016) that C4 grasses expanded northward despite rising CO2 since the Last 384 

Glacial Maximum (LGM) and that most CO2-driven (post-glacial) increase in C3 grasses has 385 

occurred at concentrations below 280 ppm, although some change is still expected (Collatz et al., 386 

1998; Cotton et al., 2016). Similarly, reduced fire frequencies due to human activities has not 387 

favored C3 grasses broadly across the C4 sites. In contrast, the Miocene rise to ecological 388 

dominance of C4 grasses occurred largely during times of little CO2 or temperature change 389 

(Beerling & Royer, 2011), with changes to precipitation seasonality and consequences for fire 390 

frequency being the most likely drivers (Scheiter et al., 2012; Cotton et al., 2016). Therefore, it is 391 

unclear what mechanisms have reinforced photosynthetic type composition since the industrial 392 

revolution. As this study focuses on grass only, it also provides a useful comparison to work 393 

focusing on CO2 enrichment effects on C4 grasses versus C3 woody vegetation, a contrast that is 394 

potentially more sensitive to CO2 

 397 

change and interactions with fire and precipitation regimes in 395 

tropical regions (Bond & Midgley, 2012). 396 

Using spatially coarse-grain data, the relative composition of C3 and C4-grass from vegetation 398 

plot inventories was better correlated with bison than soil δ13C. Furthermore, the relationship 399 
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between bison and vegetation composition was surprisingly strong given that the bison tissues 400 

date across the last 300 years (Fig. 5), but plot data are from only the last 40 years (44% of the 401 

modern bison data are older than 40 yrs). Conversely, the vegetation-soil δ13C relationship was 402 

surprisingly weak (Fig. 2). Previous studies have found strong positive relationships between soil 403 

and herbivore δ13C and vegetation composition. For the study extent (the conterminous USA) 404 

these studies include Great Plains soil δ13C with modeled C4 vegetation percentage (von Fischer 405 

et al., 2008) and bison δ13C with nearby (<40 km) vegetation plots (Hoppe et al., 2006). In this 406 

study, we find a much weaker relationship than von Fischer et al. (2008) for soil δ13C when 407 

compared to standing vegetation. To our knowledge, this is the first study that compares soil and 408 

bison δ13C proxies to measured vegetation composition at a consistent, coarse spatial grain over a 409 

broad spatial extent. Thus, this study offers a key assessment of the impact of the differing 410 

spatial resolutions of processes, such as C integration in herbivores versus soils, on their 411 

representation in biogeographical- and palaeo-δ13

 421 

C datasets. Although the scale difference 412 

between proxies from herbivore tissues and collections of soil points is intuitive, we stress that it 413 

is commonplace in the literature to apply local soil measurements across large spatial and 414 

temporal extents (as reviewed in: Hobson, 1999; Dawson et al., 2002; Bowen, 2010; Beerling & 415 

Royer, 2011; Strömberg, 2011). The superior performance of herbivore proxies compared to 416 

soils in this study suggests that other grazer and browser vegetation proxies, especially those 417 

with longer fossil records like camels or deer, may also perform well (barring the effects of diet 418 

preference)—as such, conducting similar studies in such species would represent a significant 419 

step forward. 420 

Soil δ13C was linearly related to relative abundance of C4 grasses, but the relationship was also 422 

improved by the addition of tree cover and MAP as direct predictors of δ13C in our SEM (Fig. 4). 423 

Tree cover had a negative relationship to soil δ13C values, likely reflecting trees as an 424 

isotopically depleted (C3) carbon source, a finding that mirrors the woody cover relationship 425 

used by (Cerling et al., 2011). Our vegetation plots are located in grass-dominated areas and 98% 426 

of the grid cells contained mean LAI values <1 as observed with MODIS LAI (i.e., they are 427 

grassland plots)(Asner et al., 2003). As such, comparing local- and ecosystem-level variation in 428 

δ13C proxies might also be valuable for studies that examine δ13C across broader LAI  gradients 429 

(similar to Ladd et al., 2014) or for combination with phytolith data for improving palaeo-LAI 430 
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proxies (Dunn et al., 2015). The SEM path from MAP to soil δ13C was positive, and harder to 431 

explain than the other paths because rainfall is expected to increase carbon isotope fractionation 432 

in woody C3 vegetation (resulting in more negative δ13C), although this has not been investigated 433 

in mixed C3 and C4 ecosystems (Diefendorf et al., 2010; Kohn 2010). Because the effect of 434 

MAP on soil δ13C was positive, it is also unlikely that it reflects unaccounted patterns of OC or 435 

root allocation (Angelo & Pau, 2015). It is also possible that this relationship reflects increased 436 

abundance of C4 NADP-me grasses that have less negative δ13C (Cerling and Harris, 1999), 437 

although most likely this result is an artefact of low sample size. In contrast to soils, the strong 438 

link from C4 relative cover abundance and bison δ13C was only slightly improved by the addition 439 

of a SEM path from MAP, indicative of the stronger connection between herbaceous vegetation 440 

and herbivore diet at 100- km resolution. Working with bison data is potentially challenging 441 

because they have variable migratory routes (local to >100 km), sample vegetation across 442 

seasons, and they may consume herbs or shrubs (up to 2 %) or have dietary preferences, but may 443 

eat a substantial amount of sedges (Meagher, 1986; Coppedge et al., 1998). Our data suggest that 444 

despite these sources of variability, bison are strongly representative of the grass C4

 450 

 percentage 445 

at a coarse grain and are not systematically biased. Finally, given that the bison isotope data are 446 

up to 250 years older than the vegetation data (Fig. 5), the strong alignment of bison and 447 

vegetation data suggests an impressive degree of ecosystem and community level stasis in terms 448 

of relative representation of photosynthetic pathways in these grasslands. 449 

One major difference between the bison and soil δ13C data is the drastically different temporal 451 

and spatial scales at which they integrate C. Bison are mobile and sample grassland vegetation 452 

over large areas over short time scales (diet), whereas soils incorporate δ13C variation across a 453 

local spatial range and over the time scale of soil carbon turnover. Our semivariogram analysis 454 

revealed that around one-third of variation in soil δ13C is contained at local scales (here, <100 455 

km)(Auerswald et al., 2009), suggesting that much of the unexplained variance in our statistical 456 

model predicting δ13

 460 

C is due to local variation not captured on our grid (Table 1). This contrasts 457 

with bison, which had much less unexplained local variation than the vegetation plot inventories, 458 

indicative of the coarse spatial grain over which these organisms integrate C.  459 
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In conclusion, across the North American Great Plains and in sites minimally impacted by land-461 

use conversion, we found no systematic change in C4 grass distributions over the last few 462 

hundred years. In particular, this result suggests that there has been no significant role for CO2 463 

fertilization of C3 grasses at a biogeographic extent (Morgan et al., 2011; Cotton et al., 2016). To 464 

capture grass distributions at a broad extent during recent environmental change we used a multi-465 

proxy approach that allowed us to assess the quality of isotopic proxies and examine differences 466 

in the spatial grains that different proxies represent. The spatial resolution of processes 467 

generating δ13C heterogeneity should be thoroughly considered in determining the grain at which 468 

we analyse and make inferences from data (Goodchild, 2011). This means that different proxies 469 

will perform better than others when used to represent the broad spatial extents and coarse grain 470 

sizes over which ecologists and geologists often use them. We suggest that studies using δ13C 471 

proxies explicitly address how well their isotopic proxies can be scaled-up (to larger grain sizes), 472 

especially when the spatial or temporal scale of C integration differs from the ecological 473 

processes in the study. One fruitful avenue for studies using stable isotope approaches would be 474 

to sample across gradients using a nested sampling scheme (e.g., using Modified-Whittaker 475 

plots; Stohlgren et al., 1998) to partition variation in soil δ13C at different spatial ranges and to 476 

link that variation to processes at different spatial extents explicitly (e.g., variation driven by a 477 

rainfall gradient versus local soil heterogeneity). This work shows that bison δ13C data are better 478 

vegetation proxies than soils at coarse resolutions. While soils and palaeosols may be useful for 479 

local-scale vegetation reconstructions, large-scale interpretations of palaeovegetation based on 480 

isotopic reconstructions should be made using grazers rather than soils. Ultimately, the 481 

reconstruction of post-industrial vegetation change reported here reveals surprisingly little 482 

variation in C3 and C4 grass relative abundance, in the face of massive global changes. This also 483 

implies that future changes in the C3/C4

 486 

 composition of grasslands projected by biosphere 484 

models may be significantly overestimated. 485 
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 719 

 720 

TABLES 721 

Table 1. Fitted semivariogram results for North American plot, soil, and bison data. Nugget variance 722 

reflects the amount of variation present at scales below the grain size of the data (i.e., 100 km2 grid cells) 723 

and non-spatial measurement error. The sill represents the total variance of the data. Therefore, the 724 

proportion of variation unaccounted for at fine resolutions can be assessed by dividing the Nugget 725 

variance by the Sill 726 

Variable Nugget variance Sill Range Nugget / Sill 
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 727 

 728 

 729 

 730 

 731 

FIGURE LEGENDS 732 

Figure 1. Vegetation plot 733 

grass percentage C4 cover 734 

(A), soil δ13C (B), and 735 

bison δ13

 739 

C (C) data from 736 

North America resampled onto a common 100-km grid. Raster cells shown for isotope data only 737 

when they overlap with plot data, and vice versa.  738 

Figure 2. A: Surface soil δ13C as a function of grass percentage C4 cover in North American 740 

vegetation plots. B: Bison δ13C as a function of vegetation C4 cover; these data have been 741 

adjusted to account for tissue fractionation and represent the presumptive dietary δ13

 745 

C of bison 742 

under preindustrial atmospheric conditions. Trend lines and grey-shaded 95% prediction 743 

intervals are from weighted least squares regression models.   744 

Figure 3. A priori conceptual models relating environmental and biotic factors to variation in 746 

soil δ13C (A) and bison δ13

 750 

C (B) in North America. SEM analyses were conducted using these 747 

models as starting points. Details about model selection procedure and the individual paths can 748 

be found in the main text. OC is soil organic carbon. 749 

Figure 4. Final structural equation models, relating environmental and biotic factors to variation 751 

in North American soil δ13C (A) and bison δ13C (B), showing significant paths (Supplementary 752 

Methods). Path coefficients for direct effects are represented by arrows that are either 753 

significantly positive (solid lines) or negative (dashed). Arrow widths are proportional to the 754 

standardized effect sizes. Response variables have small text boxes in the top right showing the 755 

r2

 757 

 values for their respective linear sub-models.    756 

      (km) (%) 

C4 0.02  Cover (%) 0.09 1272 19.3 

Soil δ13 2.05 C (‰) 6.59 878 31.1 

Bison δ13 0.56 C (‰) 6.86 536 8.2 
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Figure 5. Residual variation in animal diet δ13C (from a linear model with 50 years of diet δ13C 758 

data as a function of C4 cover), for modern, historical, and fossil tissues over log-time. As such, 759 

data points represent deviations of diet δ13C from modern vegetation abundance—positive means 760 

higher values than current vegetation. The black dotted line is a residual of zero. The vertical 761 

grey lines mark the boundaries between the modern animal samples used in our analysis and 762 

historical (50 yr) or fossil data (300 yr) from Cotton et al. (2016) that are not otherwise reported 763 

in this study. Fossil samples are radiocarbon dated, but the modern samples were directly dated 764 

based on registration as museum specimen; all dates were converted to years before 2016 CE 765 

(Years BP) to fit on the same axis. The smoothed grey line is a GAM fit with 95% confidence 766 

intervals (grey polygon). The GAM represents the relationship between the δ13C residuals and 767 

time. The mean residuals ± CI overlap zero (i.e., no change) for all modern and historical time-768 

points supporting the assertion that C4 abundance has not changed much over the last 300 years 769 

in North America. Fossil data are shown as a reference in order to illustrate the relative stasis in 770 

composition of the modern and historical data, and the drivers of fossil variation are discussed in 771 

Cotton et al. (2016). The fossil bison δ13C values used have also been adjusted to account for the 772 

pre-industrial atmospheric δ13C. The second axis and the grey dotted line represent atmospheric 773 

CO2 

 775 

change. 774 

 776 
 777 

 778 
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